From the seismic imaging point of view, the difficulty in locating passive seismic sources lies in their unknown start times. In other words, the source model has an additional dimension of time, which leads to an extended model space. Without proper preconditioning, the computational cost of directly inverting for the source functions can be intractable. Using the recently proposed cross-correlation time-reversal imaging condition, we formulate the imaging task as an inverse problem, and use a sparse weighting function calculated from the cross-correlation of back-propagated events to constrain the model space. We demonstrate that the proposed approach can effectively reduce the number of model parameters, leading to a rapid convergence rate using preconditioned conjugategradient iterations. The least-squares imaging of passive seismic sources can be further incorporated into full waveform inversion for Earth properties using the variable projection method. Synthetic examples verify the proposed method.
INTRODUCTION
Imaging of passive seismic sources provides crucial geomechanical information about the subsurface. In oil and gas exploration, passive sources are useful for monitoring the propagation of fractures when high-pressure fluids are injected into formations, such as hydraulic fracturing (Montgomery and Smith, 2010; Maxwell, 2014) . Using the wave equation, Gajewski and Tessmer (2005) and Fink (2006) image passive seismic sources by reverse-time migration (McMechan, 1982) , which is also known as time-reversal imaging (TRI). Artman et al. (2010) and Witten and Artman (2011) generalize TRI using P-and S-waves. Artman et al. (2010) also propose to use an auto-correlation time-reversal imaging (ATRI) condition to produce an image of source locations. Zhu (2014) improves the quality of TRI by compensating for attenuation. In order to improve the resolution of TRI, Sun et al. (2015) and Nakata and Beroza (2016) propose a cross-correlation timereversal imaging (CTRI) condition by performing a zero-lag cross-correlation among all the indenpendently back-propagated receiver wavefields. CTRI is capable of achieving high-resolution images of passive sources. There are two major issues associated with CTRI as well as ATRI. First, the correlation destroys phase information, and leads to exponential growth of relative amplitude of seismic sources. Second, since multiplication is not a linear operation, it does not have an adjoint operator to go back to the data domain so that full waveform inversion (FWI) can be applied for estimating Earth properties.
FWI is a technique commonly used in reflection seismology for obtaining high-resolution Earth properties (Plessix, 2009; Virieux and Operto, 2009; Warner et al., 2013) . FWI has also been applied to passive seismic data at the global scale (Tromp et al., 2005; Kim et al., 2011; Zhu et al., 2015) or for exploration purposes (Kamei and Lumley, 2014; Behura, 2015) . In both settings, an unknown source function makes the inversion task more difficult. In reflection seismology the source location and excitation time is usually known while one needs to estimate the source signature. Aravkin et al. (2012) and Rickett (2013) have shown that the least-squares inversion for source functions can be incorporated into the nonlinear inversion framework using the method of variable projection (Golub and Pereyra, 1973) . For passive seismic data, however, the inversion for source functions is more challenging since the locations and start times of the seismic sources are generally unknown. In fact, the source function spans a four-dimensional space including the three spatial axes and one time axis. Without proper preconditioning, the computational cost of leastsquares inversion for the passive source functions alone can be intractable, not to mention joint inversion for both the source function and Earth properties.
In this paper, we formulate a joint inversion framework for both passive seismic sources and seismic velocities. We first review existing passive imaging conditions using wave equation. We then propose a local normalization operator which effectively normalizes all the local maxima that correspond to potential seismic sources. Next, we use the normalized volume as a masking operator to project the time-reversed wavefield into the space of admissible models. This amounts to a simple diagonal weighting of seismic sources, which can be used in iterative inversion of the true seismic sources by the preconditioned conjugate gradient (PCG) method. Since the four-dimensional model space is constrained to a sparse subset using the masking operator, the convergence rate can be vastly improved. Finally, under the framework of variable projection (Golub and Pereyra, 1973; Rickett, 2013) , seismic sources and velocity can be jointly inverted using separation of variables. We use several synthetic examples to demonstrate the improved efficiency using the proposed approach.
REVIEW OF IMAGING CONDITION
In passive seismic imaging, if the start time is known, the time-reversal imaging (TRI) condition states that a true seismic source will correspond to the focus of all back-propagated events at start time. If we treat each receiver wavefield individually, we can formulate this imaging condition as
However, the time information is usually unavailable, e.g. for microseismic events that happen during hydraulic fracturing.
To deal with this situation, most existing algorithms need to perform scanning and picking over a group of potential start times (Fink, 2006; Maxwell, 2014 ). An alternative cross-correlation time-reversal imaging (CTRI) condition states that a true seismic source can be indicated by the coincidence of all the wavefields in both space and time. This condition can be expressed as (Sun et al., 2015; Nakata and Beroza, 2016 )
The key difference between equations 1 and 2 is two-fold. One difference lies in image resolution. Summing over all the receiver wavefields will result in an image that contains nonzeros across the wave propatation paths, while multiplication will lead to non-zeros corresponding only to the focuses. The other difference lies in computational cost. The summation indicated in equation 1 is implicit, and in practice that entire data volume can be back-propagated at once. However, the multiplication in equation 2 has to be carried out explicitly, leading to an N times increase in computational cost. In order to leverage the efficiency of TRI, but to retain the high-resolution of CTRI, a hybrid cross-correlation time-reversal imaging (HC-TRI) condition was proposed by Sun et al. (2015) :
where n is the local summation window length. In practice, we find that, with a dense array coverage, three to four groups of separately propagated receiver wavefield suffice to attenuate the artifacts of TRI and improve the imaging resolution. The HCTRI is also connected with the auto-correlation timereversal imaging (ATRI) (Artman et al., 2010) : instead of correlating the entire wavefield with itself as done in ATRI, HC-TRI effectively correlate different parts of the wavefield to reduce low-frequency artifacts.
THEORY Local normalization
Both (H)CTRI and ATRI suffer from a common drawback: the multiplication of wavefields destroys phase information and leads to an exponential growth of relative amplitudes. To deal with the issue of unbalanced amplitudes, we design a local normalization operator with a sliding-window
where τ is the window size. This operator normalizes a timeslice of the wavefield by the maximum value in a local window centered around the time t. More sophisticated windows can be designed by the same principle, for example, by making the local window variable in space.
Sparse weighting function
The output of equation 4 is immediately useful for determining passive source locations. However, the phase information is still unavailable and, additionally, the local normalization compromises amplitude. In order to obtain the original phase and amplitude information available in the time-reversal wavefield (equation 1), we propose to convert M(x,t) into a diagonal weighting function that projects the time-reversal wavefield into the space of admissible models. By selecting a thresholding value λ ∈ [0, 1], we calculate the weighting function using the Tukey (tapered cosine) window:
W (x,t) is essentially a projection operator that contains ones at all possible source locations and zeros otherwise. The Tukey window is intended for a smooth transition from zero to one, and can be replaced by other types of window functions. The time-reversal wavefield weighted by W (x,t) carries both the amplitude and phase information, but only at locations and times corresponding to possible sources.
Least-squares time-reversal imaging
Since backward wave propagation is not the exact inverse of forward wave propagation, the weighted time-reversal wavefield does not contain the correct phase and amplitude information of the true source. To solve this issue, we reformulate the problem of passive source imaging from the perspective of full waveform inversion (FWI) using the adjoint state method (Plessix, 2006; Virieux and Operto, 2009) . In acoustic media, we can define the objection function as the data misfit measured by the L 2 norm:
where u(x) is the wavefield, d(x,t) is the observed seismic data and S is the matrix that defines aquisition geometry. The corresponding state and adjoint state equations can be expressed as
where λ (x) is the adjoint wavefield, c(x) is the velocity and f s (x,t) is the source function . The gradients for source and velocity are respectively:
Note that the gradient with respect to the seismic source is exactly the adjoint wavefield, i.e., the time-reversal wavefield modeled by the adjoint state equation. This explains why the conventional time-reversal imaging methods are appropriate for locating seismic sources. However, the difference between the true seismic source and a time-reversal wavefield is quite significant. First, the true seismic source f s (x,t) is sparse, while a time-reversal wavefield is not. Second, even at locations and times that correspond to true seismic sources, the time-reversal wavefield does not provide accurate amplitude and phase information.
To address this issue, we note that the wavefield is linearly dependent on the source term (Rickett, 2013) . Rewriting equation 8 as a linear operator:
where linear operator A represents the combination of acoustic wave equation and acquisition geometry matrix S. Given a starting velocity model, one can obtain accurate information about the source by solving the least-squares problem min ||d − Af s || 2 2 (13) using the pseudo-inversê
In the rest part of the paper, we will refer to the method defined by equation 14 as least-squares time-reversal imaging (LSTRI). Although LSTRI is a linear inversion, we recognize that the model space is actually four-dimensional, and includes the three spatial axes and one time axis. Without proper preconditioning, the computational cost of such an inversion can be impractical. We propose to use the weighting function derived in equation 5 as a diagonal model weighting matrix to precondition the conjugate gradient (CG) iterations. Since W (x,t) effectively restricts CG to only update the locations that correspond to possible source locations, the eigenvalues of the matrix being inverted become better clustered and CG is able to achieve a faster convergence rate (Shewchuk, 1994) .
The starting velocity model used to invert for the passive sources might be inaccurate. Most often, they are derived from well logs or travel-time tomography. FWI is capable of providing more detailed velocity structures. After initial source inversion, the inverted source can be used in FWI to update the velocity. Furthermore, one can jointly update the source and velcoty under the framework of the variable projection method (Golub and Pereyra, 1973; Aravkin et al., 2012; Rickett, 2013) . In practice, we perform sufficient linear iterations to obtain accurate source functions and only a few nonlinear iterations to update the velocity model in an alternating fashion.
NUMERICAL EXAMPLES
In our first example, we test the effectiveness of the local normalization operator in balancing the amplitudes of passive sources of different magnitudes. We use a vertical gradient velocity model with five sources at the same depth but with increasing magnitudes. Using HCTRI with ten groups of receivers, only three events with the highest magnitudes are identifiable from the stacked image (Figure 1a) . After local normalization, the amplitude of all source images get normalized to one, which makes them fully identifiable after stacking ( Figure 1b) .
Next, we test the improved convergence rate of the preconditioned LSTRI using CG iterations. In a smoothly varying synthetic velocity model, three sources of varying magnitudes were excited at delayed times (Figure 2a) . The recorded data contain three events of varying amplitudes and arrival times (Figure 2 ). The data misfit of LSTRI after 10 iterations shows significant residual energy compared with LSTRI with the proposed preconditioning after 10 iterations. The normalized source signature extracted from the true source location demonstrates that the preconditioned LSTRI provides the best estimation of the true source signature, compared with TRI and LSTRI. The convergence rate measured by normalized data misfit shows that the proposed preconditioning dramatically speeds up the convergence rate (Figure 4) .
Finally, we combine the preconditioned LSTRI with acoustic FWI using the variable projection method and apply it to a synthetic example. Three stages of passive seismic events were recorded, each containing six events. The starting velocity model (Figure 5b ) is a smoothed version of the real one (Figure 5a ). A total of 60 nonlinear iterations were performed for two FWI experiments. The first experiment is conventional FWI using an inverted source based on the true velocity model (Figure 5c ). The second experiment uses the variable projection method to jointly invert for both passive sources and the velocity model (Figure 5d ). Both experiments produce reasonable velocity updates, especially at high wavenumbers. The footprints of passive sources are visible in both inverted models. FWI with a known source was able to recover more detailed features in the velocity model compared with FWI with unknown sources using variable projection and the same number of iteraitons. It is reasonable to expect the joint inversion process to suffer from a slower convergence rate compared with that of the simpler task of inverting for velocity alone.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
We have proposed a framework for joint inversion for both passive seismic sources and velocities using diagonal preconditioning. The linear inversion of passive source functions is based on an iterative least-squares inversion using PCG. It is then incorporated into the FWI for velocity model using the method of variable projection. The framework can be efficiently parallelized on distributed computer clusters by separating passive seismic data into different stages and simultaneously inverting for the corresponding source functions. Synthetic examples demonstrate that the preconditioned LSTRI can dramatrically improve the convergence rate, and the inverted source functions can be further incorporated in FWI for velocity model updates. 
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